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Abstract
We have presented an overall picture of flux-driven ITG turbulent transport which reveals resilience and 

stiffness in profile and self-similarity in relaxation coupled with SOC type intermittent bursts. The transport 
is found to be regulated by different types of non-diffusive process as (1) radially localized fast time scale 
avalanche, (2) radially extended global burst, (3) slow time scale avalanche coupled with a shear layer of 
radial electric field rE . Among them, the process (2) is the key, which results from instantaneous 
formation of radially extended ballooning type mode with nearly up-down symmetry in poloidal cross 
section. The repetitive occurrence of such a global mode is found to be the origin leading to a constraint on 
the profile causing the resilience and stiffness. The process (3) results from zonal flow and pressure 
governed by the extended global modes and dynamical evolution causes a new type of long time scale 
breezing in the transport. The spatio-temporal linkage of such different non-diffusive processes leads to a
new turbulent state dominated by long range correlation in time and space. The magnetic shear is a key 
control parameter that regulates the turbulent structure. 

1. Introduction 

  Turbulent transport and confinement in magnetically confined fusion plasmas exhibit a hierarchical 

nature dominated by spatio-temporally different processes such as force balance and equilibration process, 

neo-classical process, macroscale MHD and microscale turbulent process, etc. Among them, the global 

nature of turbulence is then of specifically importance in understanding and evaluating them. This is 

because the turbulence is dominated not only by local plasma parameters but also by their global extent and 

spatial variation [1-2]. A fundamental global nature related to turbulent is the mode structure which exhibits 

mesoscale in a toroidal system represented by ˆ~ ir L s , i.e. geometrical mean between microscale 

unit, i.e. ion gyro-radii i , and macro-scale unit, i.e. plasma scale length L , e.g. such as temperature and 

density scale length, TL  and nL , resulting from toroidal coupling due to finite magnetic shear ŝ  [2-4]. 

Such a structure has been shown to exist numerically from global toroidal simulation [2] and theoretically 

from the first order ballooning theory which considers the effect of global profile variation, e.g. expressed 

by magnetic drift frequency shear, i.e. r d [3-4]. 

It was found in the simulation that the corresponding transport exhibits multi-scale nature in time and 

space which provides a constraint on the transport process leading to the resilience and stiffness in profile 

formation and self-similarity in relaxation [2]. However, it is noted that the simulations showing above 

transport included neither the effect of zonal flow nor that of mean radial electric field. Therefore, it is 
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necessary to confirm whether the above transport dynamic reveals even in global toroidal simulation where 

such effects are treated properly consistent with experimental condition.  

Here, using the GKNET (Gyro-kinetic based Numerical Experiment of Tokamak), which is a 

5-dimensioanl full-f flux-driven global toroidal gyrokinetic code including neoclassical effect and heat 

source and sink [6,7], we revisit turbulent transport dominated by ITG turbulence under the condition that 

the zonal flow and mean radial electric field are introduced. Based on the simulation, we deduce an overall 

picture of turbulent transport in flux driven toroidal system emphasizing the global nature of turbulence 

covering whole plasma. Even in the presence of zonal flow and radial mean electric field, we have 

observed similar mesoscale turbulent structure and associated self-organization leading to profile resilience 

and stiffness. The turbulent transport is found to exhibit rich dynamics such that qualitatively different 

non-diffusive processes with different spatio-temporal scales coexist and incorporate with each other.  

2. Flux-driven ITG turbulence and transport
Here, we study a circular plasma of 0 0.36a R  and ia 150  where  denotes the spatial 

average over minor radius a . The collision effect is introduced for parallel velocity which conserves 

energy and momentum, where normalized frequency is given by * 0.565  corresponding to a banana 

regime with 0.01k  (neoclassical parameter) and is spatially constant [6.7]. A nearly flat density profile 

with 0 / 2.22nR L  at / 0.5r a  is used and the parabolic safety factor profile 2q r r  shown in

Fig.1 is employed. The heat source and sink are given near center and edge as shown in Fig.1, which drives 

heat input given by inP 16MW. The GKNET simulation is performed in an electrostatic modelling with 

adiabatic electron so that no particle transport takes place [6].    

2.1 Spatio-temporal structure of turbulent transport [7] 

Figure 1 shows (a) turbulent heat flux ( )tubQ t  where heat flux ( , )tubQ r t  is averaged over

60 80r , (b) ( , )tubQ r t , and (c) radial electric field ( , )rE r t  in 900 1300t  (quasi-steady state

phase). Here, time and space are normalized as it R t  and ir r , respectively. The ion

temperature 
*

iT r , which is averaged over 900 1300t , is shown in Fig.1. It is found that
*

iT r  is suffered from a constraint exhibiting an exponential function form, i.e. ~ expi TT r r L ,

in two regions, i.e. 1~T TL L  in 0 80r (inside) and 2~T TL L  in 80 150r (outside), showing a 

knee for scale length at ~ 80r . Near the center 0 30r , quasi-periodic bursts coupled with the 

generation of radial electric field rE  take place due to the external heating and supply turbulence to the

bulk region via fast time scale avalanches as seen in Fig.1 (b) and (c).  

Figure 2 (a) represents ( )rE r  at 25t  and 62t , i.e. before and after the linear mode saturation.

The former corresponds to the mean ( )rE r  mainly determined by the initial temperature profile and the

latter exhibits an oscillatory nature due to zonal flows produced by the turbulence. Figure 2 (b) illustrates 

( )rE r  and TR L r  at 1360t  in a quasi-steady state phase. A quasi-periodic oscillation and/or
corrugation of temperature coupled with that superimposed on the self-organized profile can be
seen, which is referred to as
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In the source/sink free region 30 130r , various types of non-diffusive transport events with 

different time and spatial scales are found to appear, which are summarized as follows, 

(1) Radially localized avalanches which propagate in the radial direction with fast time scale: The typical 

radial correlation length and propagation velocity are estimated as 1/2~c i i TL  and a

2 3 i iR , respectively. Here, i  is the ion thermal velocity. Two type of avalanches is known 

to exist, one is temperature hump in the plasma with 0r rE  which propagates toward edge, the 

other is temperature hole in the plasma with 0r rE  which propagates toward centre [8]. 

(2) Radially extended intermittent bursts: The typical radial correlation length ranges from mesoscale to 

macroscale, i.e. 1/2 ~c i T TL L . As seen in Fig.1 (a) and also Fig.2, the corresponding heat flux

tubQ  in the bulk region ( 30 130r ) exhibits quasi-periodic bursts which period is roughly 

estimated as ~ 20 it R .

(3) Radially localized avalanches which propagate in the radial direction with slow time scale coupled 

with oscillatory and/or corrugated electric field ( rE ): The radial location of localized rE  and/or the

shear layer roughly corresponds to the edge of global burst in the process (2). This avalanche is also 

found to be repeated with time interval estimated by 100 200t iR , leading to long time

scales breathing in transport [6,7].  

2.2 Instantaneous formation of radially extended global mode 

Figure 3 shows the radial heat flux ,rQ r at nearly a bottom (a) and a peak (b). In the peak, radially

extended ballooning-type structure with long radial correlation length c  which reaches to ~ 80c i

can be seen. Here, the structure shows nearly up-down symmetry. This is because the effect of finite 

diamagnetic shear ( d r ), which causes asymmetry to the potential  by a finite Bloch angle 0  and 

reduction in (mode growth rate) and c , is canceled by that of the rE  shear ( E B r ).  As the 

result, the symmetry is recovered ( 0 ~ 0 ), which enhances both and c . Therefore, once the phases of 

Fig.1. (a) Evolution of averaged heat flux <Qturb>
in 60<r/ i<80, (b) spatio-temporal evolutions of 
heat flux Qturb. (r,t) and (c) radial electric field 
Er(r,t). Ion temperature profile (log-scale) and 
q(r) are shown [from Ref.7]

Fig.2. (a) Radial profile of mean radial 
electric field Er(r) at t=25 (blue) before 
saturation of linear mode and t=62 (red) 
redafter the saturation. (b) Radial profile of 
Er(r) and and R/LT. at quasi-steady state. 
[from Ref.7]
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potential eddies at different radii are aligned spontaneously in the 

radial direction, the global mode  and thereby rQ  with long c

from mesoscale to macroscale can grow. Such structures are 

disintegrated and damped by self-generated zonal flows while the 

process is repeated intermittently as seen in Fig.1.   

2.3 Effect of magnetic shear in turbulent transport 

Figure 4 (b) shows turbulent heat flux ( , )tubQ r t  for the week 

magnetic shear shown in Fig.4 (a), i.e the case of 6q r  ( ˆ 0.23s ).

It is found that the radially extended global bursts are suppressed 

compared with that in Fig.1 where 2q r ( ˆ 0.78s ) while the 

transport is dominated by radially localized avalanches as in the 

process (2) in 2.1. This is because the toroidal coupling leading to 

ballooning mode is hardly established due to week magnetic shear., 

suggesting that the magnetic shear can be a control parameter. 

3. Summary

We have presented an overall picture of flux-driven ITG turbulent transport which reveals resilience and 

stiffness in profile and self-similarity in relaxation coupled with SOC type intermittent bursts. The transport 

is found to be regulated by qualitatively different processes (1)-(3) as discussed in 2.1. Among them, the 

process (2) is the key, which results from instantaneous formation of radially extended global structure 

ranging from mesoscale to even macro-scale. The E B  staircase originates from zonal flows produced 

by such global structure while it dynamically evolves causing long time scale breathing in transport. The 

magnetic shear which can regulate the transport process (1)-(3) can be a control parameter for transport. 
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Fig.3: Radial heat flux Qr(r, ) at 
bottom (a) and peak (b) as in Fig.1 (a)

Fig.4: (a) three cases of q-profile. (b) s 
heat flux Qturb. (r,t) for week magnetic 
shear case (s=0.23). 

(a)

(b)
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